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My friend,

I am newly returned from Ireland. I would have written earlier from the train had not the damned baggage handler in Glasgow thrown my rucksack in with my other luggage. I have little time now and less time to write. I must reach Newcastle tomorrow and escape to the continent.

All that I uncovered in Ireland hidden in those detestable bogs south of Fivemiletown and everything I have learned over the past fifteen years of research I now send to you. I pray you accept it as one folklorist to another. Some of it you will recognise, but much of it you will not. And even that which you profess to know and believe to be true will be tested by what you read herein.

You may surmise, upon flipping through this tome, that I sleep little and that my waking hours are full of nightmares. And you would not be wrong. I must warn you against reading too deeply of the secrets you find within. Take care, my friend, and read cautiously!

For in this well-worn tome you will find accounts of the most cunning, deadly, and seemingly magical creatures inhabiting the British Isles. Their blasphemous and detestable motivations, their unseemly and gruesome machinations, and their insidious connections to truths and powers darker still are here laid bare. Between its pages, you will encounter spells and incantations, rites and rituals, and calculations and computations—all which threaten to drive less rational minds mad. So little in this world is as simple and safe as it seems, my friend. Even the significance of days, months, and the wheeling of the sun in the sky must be reconsidered.

But now to the very heart of the matter: our deeper, more earnest study of folklore has always entailed some danger as we sought the secrets and monsters that lurked in the shadows. And what monsters we have found hidden in our collective folklore, conveyed in story, rhyme, tradition, and song. We have long known, you and I, that our Great Britain is home to wonders almost too strange and numerous to account for. But we were wrong to think ourselves wise, to think that we knew its secrets.

There are greater, darker secrets still and monsters and entities more terrible and weird than we could possibly imagine, lurking not just in the shadows or on the fringes of our society but inhabiting adjoining dimensions and even the very chaos outside time and space. And they are here, with us! These things too form part of our collective folklore—their stories coincide with ours.

I have writ what I can in this tome now in your hands. Thinking on it now and writing this letter fills me with the worst dread. For I have learned too much and what I have learned threatens to unshelve my troubled mind. The secrets I have uncovered and scribed in this tome place me in the gravest danger. I am being watched even now. I am sure of it.

Some things are not meant to be known or understood, I see that now. The truths expressed here are all too awful and I fear I will pay a terrible price for such knowledge. Beware the secrets held in this tome, my friend. Take care in what you read. It may come to haunt you as it does me!

I must away. Something moves even now in the shadows across the road.

I remain your friend,

D.